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For Immediate Release
INTEGRATED ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES (IAL)
Receives NJ ELAP Certification for Extractable Petroleum Hydrocarbons (EPH)
IAL receives two major certifications in 2010
Randolph, New Jersey – April 20, 2010 – Integrated Analytical Laboratories, a leading
environmental and pharmaceutical testing company, announced today that it has received
certification from the New Jersey Office of Quality Assurance (OQA) following a successful
assessment to perform "Analysis of Extractable Petroleum Hydrocarbon Compounds (EPH)
in Aqueous and Soil/Sediment/Sludge Matrices"
(NJDEP EPH 10/08 Revision 2) (Code SHW06.04530).
IAL was granted accreditation to perform this important environmental test in support of
the NJ Site Remediation Reform Act (SRRA), which provides sweeping changes to the way
in which sites are remediated in New Jersey.
“We are pleased that our laboratory’s compliance with current NJ Quality Assurance
requirements has been verified by passing the very rigorous evaluation for this analysis.”
said Michael H. Leftin, Ph.D., President and Laboratory Director.
“Additionally, with our recent certification as the only laboratory in New Jersey to perform
Low Level TO‐15 AIR Testing (LLTO15), we are able to provide a more complete and cost
effective testing solution to the regulated community and to environmental professionals in
New Jersey. “I am pleased to congratulate the entire IAL Team for having achieved this
major milestone, which continues to further our Company’s mission and corporate
philosophy.” said Dr. Leftin.
About Integrated Analytical Laboratories:
Established in 1987, Integrated Analytical Laboratories, LLC (IAL) is a full service contract
testing laboratory dedicated to delivering an unsurpassed level of data quality and service.
IAL operates ONLY from its state‐of‐the‐art, laboratory in Randolph, NJ. IAL staff consists
of over 70 professionals including chemists, biologists, computer scientists, technicians,
and support staff. Our network of company couriers service the NJ‐NY‐PA area.
For more information about the company, visit their website at http://www.ialonline.com
Please contact your salesperson for detailed information at 973‐361‐4252, or email
info@ialonline.com

